POS

#

DL

91

Scout Name (Last, First)

Prospect (Last, First)

Owning, John

Cox, Fletcher

PLAYER INFO
TEAM

DRAFT YR – ROUND – TEAM

Philadelphia Eagles

2012 – 1 – PHI

DATE OF BIRTH (AGE)

COLLEGE

December 12, 1990 (24)

MISSISSIPPI ST (MSST)

PRO POSITIONS

FLAGS

DT/DE

N/A

BEST

Scheme Versatility, Strength at POA, Length, Initial quickness, Hand Usage, Initial punch

WORST

Effort and Conditioning

Exceptional player who can be productive as a 3-4 DE or 4-3 DT. His skill set would best be
PROJECTION utilized in an aggressive one-gap 4-3 defense where he could utilize his initial quickness and
ability to disrupt in backfields more. Can be a Pro Bowl in any scheme.

MEASURABLES
Height

Tapes Viewed
Arm

6040

34.5"

Weight

Vertical

300

25"

Speed

Pro/3 Cone

4.79

4.53 / 7.07

2013 PHI at WAS
2013 PHI vs. KC
2013 PHI at TB
2013 PHI at GB
2013 PHI at DAL

SUMMARY
3rd year DT who has started as 3Tech in an even front and 4i in an odd front. He is listed at 6040 and 300 pounds
with great length (34.5"), a well built frame, and is light on his feet with great quickness and play strength. Great get
off with good snap anticipation. He is often the first player off the LOS. He has a great initial punch that jolts opposing
linemen. He shoots his hands quick and inside with good pad level, which allows him to get great push in the interior
of the line. Does a good job of tackling the ball carrier and doesn't miss many tackles. Against the run, he can control
opposing blockers, disengage and pursue the ball carrier. Against the pass, he fires out quick with good hand
placement. Frequently leverages a bull rush and has a variety of pass-rush moves, which includes a club and a rip
move of which he can separate and accelerate to the quarterback. Defends his legs against chop blacks adequately,
which allow him to pursue the ball carrier. Can generate push against OTs and OGs because of his strength and use of
hands. Has the quickness to beat OGs and the strength the collapse to pocket on OTs. Does a great job of stacking and
shedding against the run. Against outside zones, needs better gap integrity as he can be pushed out or past a play,
which creates a cutback line for the ball carrier. Has too many loaf plays for a player with his ability and needs to get
better conditioned for late in games. Too often he gives great impact in the first three and a half quarters, only to fade
near the end of a game. Overall, he is a great player who will likely develop into a Pro-Bowl caliber player with better
conditioning. He is productive against the run and pass so he is a three-down player. His best fit is in an upfield
attacking one-gap 4-3 defense as a 3-technique where can utilize his initial quickness and disruptive abilities best.
He is a great player who you can build a defense around. Would be a welcome addition to any team.

